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Introduction and Background

1.1 Wastewater Mixing Needs
Wastewater treatment typically uses large holding facilities on the order of millions of gallons.
Whether operating in aerobic or anaerobic (anoxic) modes, these large water volumes need to be
mixed for them to adequately perform their functions. The key is to provide a uniform
environment, both chemically and thermally. Thorough mixing provides this homogeneous
environment.

1.2 Current Mixing Methodologies
Many mixing technologies have been implemented and used over the past century. These
include, but are not limited to, surface, impeller type, and, although not classified as a mixer,
small bubble diffusers. These mixers all improve the homogeneity of the mix, since any
movement within the water will provide convective mixing. The issue though, is their varying
efficiencies and other related drawbacks.

1.3 PHi Design
PHi, Pulsed Hydraulics, Inc., has a mixing device that operates on compressed air
http://phiwater.com. The PHi mixing system consists of three basic component groups:
compressed air, a Sequencing Computer, and Hydro-Pulse forming plates. Compressed air is
supplied through a compressor creating the source of the Hydro-Pulse bubble which mixes the
contents of the tank. The Sequencing Computer manages the parameters and schedule of the
mixing, controlling the “bubble-pulse” intensity, duration, interval between pulses, and pulsing
sequence between different forming plates or groups of forming plates in a tank. Forming plates
are constructed from various materials to fit the specific application and are designed to form a
Hydro-Pulse, a massive air "bubble" which creates the mixing hydraulics starting from the
bottom to the top of the tank. PHi recommends 304 stainless steel forming plates.
Compressed air is pulsed through a forming plate installed on the bottom of the tank, creating a
"Hydro-Pulse" wave that captures sediment from the bottom and starts the mixing process. The
forming plate's design causes the air to form into a bubble-mass above the forming plate, pulling
liquid and sediment from the bottom of the tank. As their literature states, when the bubble
begins its ascent, it presses liquids and solids above it upward, and draws liquid and sediment
along from beneath. As it continues to rise, liquid and solids in its path are put into motion
upward. When the bubble breaks on the surface, the liquid and solids move tangentially to the
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surface, producing a surface mixing motion that moves to the tank wall and then down the sides
to the bottom, completing the mixing cycle. The forming plates are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Hydro-Pulse bubble forming plates at the bottom of tank

2

Purpose

The objective of this report is to define mixing criteria in terms of plate spacing of the Phi
forming plates and to evaluate its application to the geometry of a specific tank. These design
criteria will be used to optimize the convective mixing, eliminate dead-spots, and to determine
the time necessary to reach a steady-state. A Computational Fluids Dynamics (CFD) was used in
this analysis. These mixing criteria will serve as guidelines for plant installation and design.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Analyses

3.1 Application of 2D Axi-symmetric analysis to 3D Geometry
A pictorial of the 3D tank with 5 PHi forming plates is shown below in Figure 2. In this
configuration there are real walls and virtual walls. Real walls are physical walls, while virtual
walls are walls set up by flow symmetry due to geometry and forming plate locations. The
virtual walls can be affected by timing of the forming plates. Virtual walls have fluid motion in
the “plane” of the wall, but fluid cannot pass through the wall. The worst-case radius (largest
distance to a real or virtual wall) is shown in red and is 4.85 m (15.9 feet).

Figure 2. Pictorial of a 22.5’ x 110’ tank with 5 PHi forming plates installed.

3.2 CFD Code
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analyses of the rising PHi large bubble was performed
using software named COMPACT. COMPACT is a computational fluid dynamics program used
to calculate fluid flow, heat & mass transfer, chemical reactions, turbulence and other related
processes. The two-dimensional axi-symmetric numerical analyses presented here involved the
simultaneous solution of the conservation of mass & momentum equations. These
computational analyses resulted in critical design information and provided in-depth insights to
physical processes.
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3.3 CFD Model and Boundary Conditions

Model
The numerical simulations presented here used a 2D axi-symmetric model. The mesh for the
model is shown in Figure 3. The bubble rises along the centerline (r=0). The mesh resolution
was 100 elements in radius (the radial direction) and 100 elements in the axial (the height
direction). The mesh was staggered toward the centerline (at r = 0). The radius was 4.85 m
(15.9 feet) and 6.1 feet in height (20 feet deep).

Figure 3. The CFD Model and mesh for a large bubble rising in a cylindrical tank.
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Model Boundary Conditions
When a convective cell encounters a physical, or real, wall, the flow in the convection cell flows
along the wall but not pass though the wall. The velocity of the fluid at the wall is zero. When
symmetry in a tank is encountered, virtual walls can develop. Virtual walls are similar to real
walls in that the fluid can not pass through them (normal to the wall). However, a virtual wall
does have velocity in the plane of the wall (tangential velocity). The two walls, real and virtual,
can be simulated numerically. In a real wall, all velocity components (normal and tangential) are
set to zero whereas in a virtual wall, only the normal component is set to zero. Where only the
normal velocity component is set to zero, it is also classified as a symmetry boundary condition.
The boundary conditions for the model were:
1. Bottom Wall – Real Wall
2. Centerline Axis, Rmin – Symmetry
3. Top (air/water interface) – Symmetry
4. Far Wall, Rmax – Two Cases: (a) Real Wall and (b) Virtual Wall
Rising Large Bubble Implementation
The Rising of a large bubble was implemented via a known rising velocity. The bubble was not
formally modeled as a two-phase system, but rather the motion of the bubble and assumed
spherical boundaries implemented. This velocity was imparted on the spherical bubble rising at
a rate of 1.22 m/s (4 feet/s). The velocity was determined via experimental observation
measurements of the bubbles by PHi personnel. The COMPACT code was modified to
implement this condition in the subroutine ADAPT. A rate of 1 bubble every 20 seconds (3
bubbles per minute) was imposed. The rise time per bubble was approximately 5 seconds.

3.4 CFD Results
Real Wall
The velocity plot of the 2D axi-symmetric model with a real wall at r = rmax, at t=903 seconds
(15+ minutes), is shown in Figure 4. The plot clearly shows the bubble rising along the
centerline axis (left-hand boundary). The streamline plot is shown in Figure 5. The bubble
rising on the axis of symmetry drives a small cell seen in the streamline plot. The flow rotation
of the large cell (right side) is clockwise, rising on the centerline (left-hand side) and descending
along the real boundary (right hand side). The small cells generated by the PHi bubble feed the
large convection cell which grows in intensity until it reaches a pseudo steady-state.
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Figure 4. Velocity plot (m/s) of the model with real wall at r = 4.85 m at t≈15 minutes.

Figure 5. Streamlines of the real wall model at t≈15 minutes.
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A plot of the overall, or global, kinetic energy in the tank is shown in Figure 6. The effect of
each individual bubble, every 20 seconds, can be seen on the plot. The kinetic energy at 15
minutes (900 s) is approaching a steady-state, but will take about another 15 minutes to achieve.
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Figure 6. The Kinetic Energy in the tank as a function of time with a real wall.

Virtual Wall
The 2D axi-symmetric streamlines of the model with a virtual wall at r = rmax at t= 1803 s (30
minutes) is shown in Figure 7. The flow cell is very similar to the real wall case. Figure 8
shows the Kinetic Energy in the tank. Note that after 600 seconds there is a transition in which
the Kinetic Energy decreases then achieves a steady-state at about 30 minutes. The individual
bubbles cannot be identified in Figure 8 due to the large number of bubbles in that time period.
Thus, the plot appears as a “band” rather than a line plot.
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Figure 7. The model with virtual wall. Streamlines shown.
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Figure 8. The Kinetic Energy in the tank as a function of time with a virtual wall.
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Conclusions and Discussion

A 2D axi-symmetric model of the PHi bubble has been developed. The model was run with
experimentally measured bubble rise velocity. The model was run with both a real wall and a
virtual wall. The radius here represents the worst-case (longest) distance that would be
experienced in a mixing tank 22.5 feet in width, 110 feet in length with 5 PHi forming plates
installed.
The analyses with real and virtual walls were very similar. The analyses showed that the rising
bubbles drive a large recirculation cell. The cell in this model had a Height/radius aspect ratio of
1.26. It is desirable to maintain roughly an aspect ratio of 1 to insure the recirculation cell
reaches all portions of the tank. The time to reach pseudo steady-state mixing is approximately
30 minutes.
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